Appendix 5A Individual Route Maps
Route 7 - Sheridan

Weekday Daytime Services and Approximate Frequencies

- Peoria AERO BRT & Stations: Both Directions, One Direction Only
  Every 15 to 20 minutes
- Local, Regular Stops: Every 30 minutes
- Express, Limited Stops: Every 60 minutes

- Peak Period: Peak Direction Only

- Route Connection
- Major Transfer Location
- Express Route Park & Ride Lot
- Point of Interest
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Appendix 5A: Individual Route Maps
Route 10 - Admiral

Weekday Daytime Services and Approximate Frequencies

- Peoria AERO BRT & Stations: Both Directions, One Direction Only Every 18 to 20 minutes
- Local, Regular Stops: Every 20 minutes
- Express, Limited Stops: Peak Period, Peak Direction Only
- Route Connection
- Major Transfer Location:
  - Connecting Routes 1, 2, 3
- Express Route Park & Ride Lot
- Point of Interest
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